
Clinical trials for mRNA FLU SHOTS already underway

Description

Since the mRNA COVID-19 “vaccines” are doing so much damage to humans while not being
regarded as the cause by the CDC or MSM, Big Pharma has now decided to turn all future vaccines
into clot shots, starting with flu shots. Who are the first guinea pigs for this latest mass experiment?
Senior citizens, of course, because if they all die from the new clot shot flu jabs, pharma will just blame
all of their other “pre-existing” conditions. Easy out.

Same failed mRNA technology to be used for seasonal flu jabs as the Fauci flu 
jabs

We all know by now how badly the Pfizer and Moderna Wuhan flu jabs failed everyone who got them.
They were called “vaccines,” even though they are not vaccines at all. They did not prevent
contraction, transmission or death from the lab-made, gain-of-function bat flu, so why is pharma
moving forward with the same technology for seasonal influenza stabs?

Easy answer: The goal was never to prevent virus contraction or transmission, or to lessen the severity
of the infection, but rather to cause health carnage for the hundreds of millions of naïve populace that
love being injected with anything called “vaccines.”

Now, the flu shots will change human DNA forever, just like the mRNA jabs do. They will instruct
human cells to produce toxic prions that resemble influenza strains, and flood the vascular system
forever with these sticky proteins that clog the blood, causing blood clots, myocarditis and neurological
issues, just like the Fauci Flu shots do now.

Quacks, hacks, charlatans and shills push everything “vaccine” as “safe and 
effective” when it’s all really unsafe and ineffective
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The immune system does not prevent actual infection by identifying spike proteins that only resemble a
wild virus, but are not the same thing. That’s just a propagated conspiracy theory purported by quacks,
hacks. charlatans and shills.

Clinical trials are warped, cherry-picked, falsified and even faked to get the results needed to get FDA
approval and CDC green-lighting. Sometimes not even that matters, because all that’s needed is a
rogue government to declare “emergency use” authorization, and voila, everybody lines up for another
grand experiment in permanent gene mutation.

Seniors in Colorado getting dangerous, experimental mRNA “clot shot” flu jabs 
now

How many of these human guinea pigs will die right away from the influenza clot shots? Anyone else
care to “volunteer” for destructive gene mutation therapy? Maybe they all get a free “all you can eat”
buffet dinner at the nearby Golden Corral?

A Colorado testing facility, called Anschutz Medical Campus (sounds too much like Auschwitz), is just
one of a few dozen guinea pig labs across America, where Pfizer injects humans with billions of toxic
spike prions to see if it helps prevent the seasonal flu, which is also a complete shot in the dark (pun
intended). Maybe Anschutz is really a concentration camp for eugenicists to “put down” sickly old
people to help the economy and to serve the “greater good?”

Plus, on the way is the combo COVID-FLU jab, because the toxic jabs just aren’t deadly enough
separate, so pharma is combining them for ultimate health decimation and population reduction, on a
bigger scale than already underway from the scamdemic. Too soon? No experiment on humans is ever
“too soon” for Big Pharma and the Vaccine Industrial Complex, that can NEVER be sued for
malpractice, deadly biological warfare, or “vaccines” that cripple, maim and kill humans.

If you wish to protest the human-guinea-pig trials in Colorado, just call 720-777-4496 or send an email
to Let them know that no humans should be the lab rats for dangerous mRNA testing, that has NEVER
been shown to be safe or effective, but rather has been shown to be dangerous and ineffective.

Rest assured, this experimental clinical trial is NOT a global effort to combat the pandemic. In fact, now
spike protein syndrome is sweeping the nation, and thousands of humans are reporting serious
adverse events to VAERS database in hopes of getting compensation for injuries and death, and
spreading the word to other humans so they won’t put themselves in harm’s way.
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